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lliliiiifiiAs»wBWH8 Reduce Your Shoe Bill

—BY BUYING—

BOOTS, SHOESr^ 
and RUBBERS US

&—AT—

D. R. FRASER’S, - Ingib St.

TrirotiryaiÿWMiisic
Voice Cnlture and Singing.

thr- or fourrevetiÜon^h'.TlS.

Queen Building
WËÉm '

4 REUNIE M

a
Fï

We call attention to 
SPECIAL Departments

■
V

. Ir a. MACLEANonr
mV XJ8B

Perfect Tooth Paste.
AntiST**"! *°d. the Teeth. Being

m^X'ta«r.dn,Bri't* or*eod“o-<U«ot toth. 

B- A RANDALL, D. D, A, Truro, N. 8.

45 Pieces FREE
trodnc#. mw JfW*Z.in boun<1 ,orm to in-tooduoe our goods and catalogue in every home.î£to ^^^,“40oentmud^ 8end

:
. R

IDress Couds,;

■ ■■■llll }

Maritime Supply Co.,
Moncton, N. B. VV'■ ■ri Qlat G. tiJiFson} *

Beet end Shoe Maker.
—REPAIRS—

HenUy, Qniokly, and Faithfully Done. 
PRICES RIGHT.

vÆ^to^sîiTirnitur*8tore- °°n

,-v'‘Ladies’ Tailoring. ■

-■*«HSh$hS*

To those who wish to dress well 
for * moderate outiay our store is 
particularly attractive.

Samples sent to any Address.

a. Mclennan,
mbhchant talloh

Attractive Selection of Wowmroe. Tram 
Saaoig and Ovz*ooatixob. . . .

RENTS block, -
.

Prince Street.
&«annuliWLyk MAISIE A. CHRISTIE,

Artistic Photographer, - 17 Inglii St 
Special Rates to Normal Students.
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EbITE STUDIO.
ROY C. FRASER, Proprietor.

Special rates to all Normal Students.
Call and see our dollar size—it is the best 
value ever offered at that price. . . .

Special attention given to CLASS GROUPS. All work finished promptly.

® I

86

Thensm ^Z_si-7 vl7_rfzV.,7.V.x2 AŸZ_SV

V( tnl 3-SatisfactoryEl' u
4 IuStore. i c-

o 53»N i h‘Sri IS/, !f4m,

§ SMITH
& Co.

' J t34I O

tn4 $/
TMilliners and ... 

Ladles'Outfitters
■s

Si 3
à Cor. Prince and Revere Sts., Truro.

The latest novelties are alwa3’s found here as 
soon as they make their appearance.

!• <■■ i:II
I Ü tnm u

Î £ti)high class furnishings 
for gentlemen 4 5-E itn

m rfthis haberdashery of ours is 
fully equipped with everything 
pertaining to fine furnishings 
for gentlemen, the highest 
grades the world produces are 
here at reasonable prices, 
imported underwear,high grade j 
neckwear, imported hosiery, i 
english dress shirts, gentlemen's 
pyjamas,furnishings for evening 
wear.

5i:
S' 3E * CL 3

$s-7-teA W ^-z^sr-2^ -z$srz$

' UNION STEAM LAUNDRYphillips inglis street
r1 Dominion Street,

Hanson Bros., Proprietors.
Perfect Satisfaction Guaranteed.

.

Suits v 
to Order. Teams call for and deliver all work.

We have a good line of tbe best Tweeds 
and Worsteds manufactured, for Suit
ings and Trouserings. Also Fashionable 
Overcoatings.

All our Clothes are Well Made

TEL. 99.

HARRIS LYNDS,
PRACTICAL SHOE REPAIRER,

Call andand guaranteed perfect fitting, 
see samples and learn prices. West Prince St., Truro.

W. B. SIMMONS. NEAT WORK. GOOD STOCK.
Shop over G. J. McLeod's 

Grocery Store. Prince 8t. Truro. Repairing done while you wait if necessary.
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DAY AND NIGHT CLASSES
------ AT

5.t
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yV

of Business & Shorthand
TRURO, N. S

Send for our new Catalog.

J. B. MACK,
President.

Fine Tailoring
For Ladies and Gentlemen.

UR Cloths are selected with 
the greatest care. They >-t 

fresh ami up-to-date in 
v every particular. We so- 
© H«*it your patronage, and 
, assure you of the highest 

skill.
»5î :
17?

Mail Orders for either Ladies ?.. 
or Gentlemen have our best at
tention.

J. S. HAY & CO.
INCUS STREET, TRURO, N. S.

Empire Studio
I1 'll 'll T V H 'll V T f|l n> If,

A* tlie West 1C 11 < I

Jlrtistic Photos
FOR

And at the LOWEST PRICES.

H. H. BARRETT,
Proprietor.

Electric Laundry
Truro, N. S.

Washing and mending for Normal Stu
dents a specialty.

iii Tin- NOVA SCOTIA NORMAL.
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“docendo DISCIMUS.”

No. 5.NORMAL SCHOOL, TRURO, N. S., MARCH, 1901.Vol. II.

EDITORIAL STAFF.
.1. FORSYTH SMITH, Kiutoh-in-Ciiikf.

\

('. W. OLIVER.
MISS MINNIE CREELMAN. 
MISS M. E. STERRITT. 
PETER CARTER.
MISS E. S. ARC II I RAM ). 
MISS L. V. TAITE.

MISS RI’TII SIMPSON. 
MISS N. CONNOLLY. 
MISS M. K. PIERCE.
VV. E. RANKS.
MISS STELLA BOLIVAR. 
MISS S. A TCPPER.

1U,KIXKH8 Manager I). I). ROY'I).

This journal is published monthly by the Normal School Institite. Price 60 cents per Aca- 
year. Single copies Hi cents. Advertising rates on application. Business communications 
he addressed to |>. |>. Rovn, Business Manager, Box 4S4. On all other matters address Theshould

Editors ok The Nova Scotia Normal, Box 150.

WHEN the question of continuing THE Normal was first 
mooted, inquiry was made for copies of Volume I. in order that 
some idea might be formed of what shape the projected paper 

But no copies were to be found in the Normalshould assumq.
School library, and it was only after the most diligent search, and 
after Volume II. had been planned without much reference to its 
predecessor, that an old subscriber wtis found who was willing to
lend his papers to the editors.

Recently the whole volume was discovered, piled away like 
old lumber in a little-used locker. It may-seem a matter of small 
consequence, but it is hardly right that such interesting records of 
the life and thought of former students should thus be^ hidden 
away out of sight. The intrinsic value of The Normal may be 
slight, the articles which appear in its columns may contain 
nothing of lasting worth, but they are surely deserving of the poor 
tribute of careful preservation.

After the expenses of the present year have been met, it is to 
be hoped that the editors may be in a position to have the second 
volume bound in durable form and presented to the library.

i For some time the attendance at Institute has been falling 
off. This is probably due to two principal causes, disinclination <
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|j to spare the time from the regular work of the school and lack of 
interest in debates. Though every effort has been made to render 
the speaking as free as possible and to induce every one to take an 
active part in the discussion, there are many, in fact, a majority» 
who do not seem to be able to cdhquer the diffidence or timidity, 
which the budding orator always has to contend with, and the 
actual debating has latterly been in the hands of a very few. 
probably useless to urge.the advantage to a teacher of overcoming 
this lack of self-confidence, for every one knows this, as far as 
intellectual perception is concerned, and there is little likelihood 
that an editorial will awaken that further intensity of realization 

. which leads to action. If then the students cannot be brought to 
realize the advantages of debating, debating must go. 
evenings are substituted, another instrument of needed culture will 
be introduced.

It is
I

tv■
ir'

If literary
r

Truths that we know but do not realize intensely enough to 
act upon are usually condemned as platitudes, and it is advisable 
perhaps for The Normal to avoid condemnation as an utterer of
truisms. In spite of this danger, we cannot resist calling the 
attention of the students to the advantages of specialism, 
quite unlikely that any of us possess the versatility of an admir
able Crichton who could outwit the most learned disputants of 
the universities one day, and conquer the most skilful swordsmen, 
the next, there is little probability even that we shall attain 
marked pre-eminence in any particular line, but \Ve are all 
conscious of certain- bents and tendencies, which pre-dispose us 
towards certain studies and perhaps cause us to dislike certain 
other lines of work. ^The fact of our possessing these bents and 
tendencies is, of itself, a call to specialism. It is nature’s method 
of pointing out our spheres of greatest usefulness and these hints 
should not be neglected. In all ages the successful man has been 
a specialist, and although in our day of small beginnings, 
be ready to teach all the subjects in the curriculum, we should look 
forward to a brighter future and prepare ourselves 
thoroughly and well the one or more subjects for which we have a 
special predilection, and the mastery of which we can reasonably 
hope to attain.

It isH

E -

r
»
■

we must

to teach

It is better to be a master in a specialty than
mediocre in everything.

8
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the writerIn a letter which appeared recently in Searchlight 
dilates upon the dissatisfaction, that is alleged to be prevalent 
among the parents of the school children with the present system 
of instruction by Normal students. Without wishing to engage in 
a controversy on this matter, we must take exception to at least 

statement made in this letter. The correspondent in question, 
though holding the sanest possible views of the duties of parents 
and teachers to the children under their care, is under a serious mis
apprehension with regard to the qualification of the pupil-teachers. 
He, apparently, labors under the delusion that they are recruited 
from the ranks of the Kindergarten or some equally juvenile body 
connected with the Normal School. At any rate, that is, the 
hypothesis that will most charitably account for the following 
statement : “ Hut what I do contend is that it seems rather
ridiculous for those instructors (the reference is to the teachers in 
the public schools), to be asked to stand aside, while students from 
another class, are brought in to teach our children what they

one

of themselves.”hardly feel sure
Why should it be ridiculous for a body m" students, who may

intelligence and many offairly be assumed to possess average 
whom have had quite as much experience in teaching as some of the 

teachers, with the assistance of the experienced teachers of 
School and with the apparatus and equipments of

town
the Normal
that institution at their command, why should it be ridiculous for 
these students to be thought capable of giving instructive lessons
to pupils of Grades I—V111.?

Is the letter-writer in earnest? Is it seriously asserted that 
provincial colleges, orstudents—who have taken degrees from 

who hold A, B, and C certificates are ignorant of the work of the 
elementarv grades ? The system of awarding certificates of 
scholarship on the results of written examination is admitedly 
unsatisfactory but hardly to the extent of allowing pupils to enter 
Grade XI. and XII. before they are fit for Grades III. or IV.

No, Interested One, make your point, if you have any, in your 
strongest and most forcible language, but do not sacrifice truth to 
effect. Every system has its defects and the one in question is 
orobably no exception to the rule, but whatever these may be, 
lack of knowledge on the part of the students is certainly not one
of them.

our
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\\ K regret that one or two errors crept into the directions for 
military drill which appeared in last issue. We have arranged, 
however, to print a little slip of" Errata” which each subscriber 
will receive with this number. These can be gummed in with the 
article so that the mistakes will not interfere with its usefulness to 
teachers, who may wish to introduce military drill into their
schools.

The writer of the interesting article “The Mexican Jumping 
Bean, which appears in this issue, forwarded us diagrams to illu
strate his contribution. We regret that our finances would 
permit us to have these reproduced.

$

not .

M

■
TRURO DOMESTIC SCIENCE SCHOOL.

T.\ the public schools of England and the United States, cookery
is regarded by the school board and by the public, in general 

important study, and it is the hops of the founders- 
of the Scho >1 of Domestic Science in Truro that a similar feeling 
will prevail here. The school was established by the Board ‘of 
School Commissioners for the town of Truro, and is conducted by 
the Board under the direction of the Principal of Schools in. the 
same way as the other departments of the public school system. 
It is open free to pupils of the Normal as well as public schools, 
and is affiliated with Normal School for the training of teachers.

I here is only one other place in the province where cooking is 
taught in connection with the public schools. The course at Tniro 
is, however, more extended. Beginning with the sixth grade the 
work is carried on in each consecutive grade through the 
year of the Academy. The Normal students 
course,

n
as an

'

; second
are also - given a

covering their time of attendance at Normal School. But 
there has beeni

a—feeling that the lessons might "be made 
theoretical, thus adding to the already crowded 
without imparting practical information.

More fortunate than some places, we have a nice airy room in 
the Victoria St. School, which is centrally located, and which is 
well equipped with all that is

| too
course of study

m
necessary to carry on the work.

>.
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On one sfde of the room are the cupboards with glass doors 
well filled with dishes, and a chest of drawers foC keeping the 

of the different classes.aprons
the two coal ranges, cupboard.Opposite the cupboards 

sinks, etc., and in the centre are the tables for working, arranged 

in a hollow square. The tables

arc

divided into desks, each desk 
one large knife," one

are
containing one tablespoon, two teaspoons, 
small knife, one fork, one plate, one tin dish, one.tasting bowl, and 

and salt ; under each desk hangs a vegetable pan.pepper
The room is equipped for thirty students to work at the same 
each class receiving a two hour lesson a week throughouttime,

the year.
. Some one subject in the chemistry of foods is given at each 

be studied at home, and" discussed at the following 
We begin with the principal food elements ; then consider

Then we

lesson to
lesson.
chemistry of yeast, working and baking of bread, etc. 
tudy the classes of food according to composition, the proteid and 

carbohydrates, with reference to effect of water and heat. ~" 
pupils take receipts for the lesson which includes two or 
subjects, and, housekeepers having been appointed, they begin 
work. The girls work in pairs under the teachers, except in 
when they work alone and independently, 
book is used. But a teacher must plan and arrange her course 
according to the requirements of the school and the age of the 

She should educate the girls to appreciate nutritious 
At the end of the term, books are handed in with all notes

-s
The

more

tests
No particular text

pupils.
foods.
and receipts of tile lessons. They are corrected, their - percentage 
is entered, and this serves as a certificate, and no one can enter 
the next higher course until this rule has been complied with.

In addition to the regular work done with the pupils of the 
schools, a teachers' training class forms part of the 

regular work of the school, and all graduates of this class will be 
n gnized by the Council of Public Instruction as “qualified

the Province. The Council of

i

common

reco
teachers qf Domestic Science” in 
Public Instruction will, through the trustees, pay liberal grants to 
all qualified teachers who make Domestic Science part of their 
work. This is the only teachers’ training class in the Province.

Having at the head of the Truro School system an energetic

«
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school board, and at my right hand a broad minded Principal, who 
is always ready to say the helpful word and push the good work 
forward, my work in the school has been of the pleasantest kind.

M. 1). Patterson.

'

HER MR. LANGFORD.
• i

day
w was tr

left Win burg, continuing the march to Pretoria, 1 
told off in charge of some transport wagons.

It is said that they of the transport do their work in silence. 
Laden wagons, sand, which sinks the wheels

• we

I a foot or more, sluits, 
spruits, and rivers to cross, mules and horses poor and broken- 
down, water scarce—the last the greatest trial ! was it any wonder 
we worked in silence ?

&

| Want of water, as I said, 
times there was

the greatest trouble. Some- 
but a drop to go round, our tongues becamb thick 

and swollen in our throats, our teeth gritty with sand and dust
skins dry and parched, and to taunt us would come a mirage____
and beast being deceived by it. We frequently saw, perhaps at no 
great distance, a large vlei or lake, in which were clearly reflected 
kopjes and trees. We would hurry eagerly towards the water, the 
smarting tingling of our feet disappearing as. we resolved to bathe 
them ; but even as we looked the water fled it

was

, our 
man

was but a mirage, 
am writing, but of a poorBut it is not of our difficulties I 

fellow we found dead on the veldt.6
I remember the day. It was a hot one, and we were progress

ing slowly. The Cape boy drivers clapped their long bamboo whips 
and uttered guttural sounds of encouragement to the mules 
of endearment 1 believe they were-fanciful and elaborate 
but the poor beasts merely laid back their 
ask us mutely' how

—tones 
name's ; 

and seemed to

F
ears

could expect more from them
Suddenly to our right not la, from the road, we somc .

“IT "! A glance a,,d «* shrugged dor shoulder,,
doubtless a poor horse left to die of exhaustion and

we

, , , T, , starvation bv
some hard-pressed Boer Commando. What possessed me I don't 
know, but I thought I would at least interrupt the loathsom 
and I rode across the veldt towards the dark

H
e birds, 

object over which
m

1
r

1
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*
horror it wasthey were hovering. As I got nearer I saw to my 

not a horse but a man. He appeared to be a young fellow who 
had given up struggling for life but a few hours previously. He 
looked wretchedly thin, worn, and wasted. Enteric fever had pro-

How came he 
Had he

dressed in khaki.b.ably carried him off. He was
there ? There were prints of a horse’s hoofs close to him. 
tallen off from sheer weakness and exhaustion ? It was a mystery ; 
but, as 1 could not solve it, I resolved to bury him and mark the 

place. Calling some Kaffirs we had a grave prepared.soon

Before burying him it occured'to me to see if he had anything
There was a knife, some string, 

But inside his flannel
in his pockets for identification, 
matches, odds and ends, nothing more, 
shirt I found a worn silver-mounted pocket-book. A photograph 
fell out of it, back on to his breast as if loth to be separated from him

also about £go in notes, 
dated from the

—the photo of a beautiful girl. There 
and a long letter, evidently from the girl. It 
“ Blue Gums” Kroonstad, and began as follows :

was
was

v “ My Darling Dick,—1 am longing to hear you are safe
fighting for your Queen ;and well, and, oh, so proud to think you 

but do be careful, darling mine, and come back to me safe and 
sound. I am wondering when you will reach this place, and

. .” And so on, love breathing

are

simply aching for
from every line, with news and gossip of mutual friends, and 
signed, “ Ever and forever, your loving MayJ’

There were several visiting cards, bearing the name of R. L. 
Langford. We buried the poor chap. He had been a tall, fine- 
looking man, a thick brown beard covering his face. We thought 

fully of his people waiting and watching for him

news.
was

sorrow
In due time we arrived in Kroonstad. 1 made inquiries and 

found that the ” Blue Gums was a house on the out-skirts of the
bend of the river—peopletown, standing in its own grounds, 

by the name of Jackson—an elderly couple, with one daughter.

I decided to go and call ; I dreaded the interview, but it had 
to be faced. I asked for Miss Jackson, and then stood nervously

Th,e door opened, and 1

on a

sawawaiting her in the drawing-room, 
the original of the photo, a sweet face with auxiet) writ large

upon it. ~\ ,

r
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“ 1 have come on a sad errand I fear, Miss Jackson." I began. 
Her hand went unconsciously to her heart.

" What is if?" she gasped. For answer I drew out the pocket- 
bcKVk from my pocket, and with her photo uppermost, I laid it in 
her lap. “^Dick’s book," she exclaimed. “ Oh, where did you get 
it?”

As gently as I could 1 told her the facts, she sitting with 
clasped hands and white drawn face. No tears ; she did npt 
to realize what I was saying.

“When was this?” she asked, in a strained, unnatural voice. I 
told her about when it had occurred. •

Her face lightened. '■ But it can’t be .true,” she cried." Look,” 
taking from her pocket a letter. “ I received this a day or two ago 
by runner from Dick, and .you see he says he is quite well, but a 
prisoner. Oh, surely you must be mistaken.” 
struck. I looked at her letter ; it 
been written at any time.
Langford. It tallied with the 
showed I feared the worst.

seem

I was thunder-
was undated, and might have 

! asked for a description jaf Mr.
had buried. My faceman we

“ Oh, don’t tell me he is dead," she cried. "It can’t be so; 
how I feel he is alive. Who knows, prehaps he is at Pretoriasome 

by now.”
It was useless prolonging the interview and I pretended to be 

convinced by her reasoning. In reality I thought he had been 
taken prisoner, had escaped, and died on the way. This would 
explain his dying alone 
felt sympathy.

the veldt. Miss Jackson had my hearton

Just before starting again I received a letter from her, saying 
she believed Mr. Langford to be alive, and would I make inquiries 
in Pretoria for her when I arrived there.

To maze a long story short. When we arrived in Pretoria I 
did make every possible inquiry, and found a man at last by the 
name of Langford, but he was not the man I was seeking, and I 
began to feel I should write and let Miss Jackson know of my non- 

I kept putting off writing the letter ; I knew she believed 
so strongly that he would have been found in Pretoria, and I could 
not dash her hopes. One day, however, a letter was brought to

success.



was addressed in a lady’s 
from Miss Jackson. She was

me by a man just from Kroonstad. It 
hand writing, and I guessed it 
getting impitient, 1 thought.

Judge my surprise when 1 opened the letter to find that she 
Her Mr. Langford was in Kroonstad, well and 

He had been a prisoner but was released.
He wrote and thanked me for the trouble I had taken, 

explanation, or rather supposition, regarding the identity of the 
I had found and buried was that when he (Langtord) was 

Bloemfontein, his clothes,and pocket-book

was

had been right. 
« happy.

His

man
made prisoner near

taken from him by the Boers’ and that it was more than 
probable that the man l found was one of the Boers dressed in 
his clothes and carrying his property, 
deserting from his commando, when illness and death overtook 
him. So the story ended happily, for a wedding took place from 

- the “ Blue Gums" "before the end of the year.

were

This man was possibly

A non.

THE MIRROR AND THE PANE.

(From the French.)

An aged crone, whose wrinkled face 
Had lost youth's charm and beauty’s grace. 
Still sought with e’er increasing care 
To feel and show that she was fair.
Cosmetics, dyes and all their train 
Their faithful service lent in vain ;
For when, her choicest draperies hung.
She asked her glass if she were young.
That trusty servant truly told,

_ Unwelcome truth, that she was old.
One day. wRhrrshe had vainly sued 
For flatt’rv, in an angry mood 
She cried : “ You'll tell me lies no more 
And cast her mirror on the floor.
As. broken in a thousand bits,
He gathered up his scattered wits.
The dying glass asked with a sigh :
“Alas, my friends, pray tell me why 
My faithful service in tin* past 
Should merit this reward at last.”
“Afflicted friend,” the pane replied,
“ For many years, here at my side.
You’ve served our mistress just as I :
Yet while you, wounded, dying, lie, 
l still pursue my bright career.
Imprudent friend, the reason’s clear ; 
Through me her neighbors’ faults are shown, 
While you, less wise, tell of her own.”

V--À.

/. Forsyth Smith.
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MISS OTTIE A. SMITH.

MJISS OI TIE A. SMITH, our instructress in Drawing was
fin" "k Cfhar‘otte C«- X- H- and received the education, 
fitting her for her work, in the Normal Art School,' Boston 

hor a short time Miss Smith conducted the Art classes in the 
Woodstock College, Ontario, which position she g 
her present situation in our Normal School
Smith has devoted her time and her energy. Her success is 
argely due to the fact that she keeps in touch with the times and 

spends a large part of her holidays’in visiting 
Schools, thereby acquiring new methods of teaching 
knowledge not only of drawing, but of art in its widest 
greatly aids Miss Smith in making her classes infeiestin-r

When we see student, leaving the Normal School, who besides 
learning to draw, have also learned to love and 
beautiful, we can truthfully say that Miss Smith 
vain.

a\ e up, to accept 
Io this work Miss

Normal and Art
Her

sense.

appreciate the 
labors not in

I
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“THE MEXICAN JUMPING BEAN."

TOURING the summer and fall of 1899 some triangular looking 
JJ objects resembling beech nuts in size, shape and color, were

exhibition and for sale'in several stores in Lunenburg 
and Halifax Counties, and quite probably in other parts of the

of “Jumping Beans," 
one position, in 

was accomplished by

on

They received the
probably from the peculiar fact, that if placed in 
few moments they assumed another. T>is 
jerky movement.

On opening the bean a white footless larva is found about 
8 man. long, enclosed or surrounded by a silky membrane,, which 
lines the interior of the bean. As often as the shell is perforated 
the larva repairs the break by spinning a silken curtain.

And now the mysterious movement is easily explained. Oi\ 
careful observation it will be seen that the shell is in unstable 
equilibrium, and a change of position of its occupant changes the 

of gravity of the whole, and produces a slight motion in 
inside a barrel can cause its forward

Province. name

centre
much the same way as a man 
movement by constantly changing his position. To increase the 
motion of the bean, it was sometimes heated. This, of course, 
increased the activity of the larva, hence the result.

After remaining, at the least, several months in the larval 
state, (my specimen remained so for three months, but I do not 
know how long it was in that state before coming into my hands), 
it changes to the pupa form, which is in size 7 m.m. long, and
25 m.m. broad.

How long this state lasts I am as yet unable to say, as my 
specimen died. I he imago is a small moth, (Carpocapsa salitans) 
and belongs to the same family (the Crapholidæ) as our well 
known codling moth. (Carpocapsa pomonella.)

The seed which contains the insect, or rather the bean and 
the insect together, are known as the Mexican Jumping Bean. 
The bean itself is the seed of a plant called Sebastiana palmeri, 
which belongs to the Elphorbia family. A. IV. L. S.

Fletcher, Dom. entomologist for1 am indebted trt Prof. J-ai 
classification of the above.

I should be very glad to hear from any one who can give me 
information further concerning this insect. Address, A. W.

mes

any
L. S., Mahone Bay.

£
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annual report of the Superintendent of Education for the 
year 1900 has reached us and contains so much matter of 
interest to us that we-have judged it worthy of an article of 

We shall notexcerpts. concern ourselves with statistics, but 
mainly with the reports of the Inspectors of the 
and their recommendations

various districts 
to the Council of Public Instruction. 

As much that we shall be unable to touch upon is well worth 
reading, the report itself will be placed 
benefit of those who may care to look it

Last year there were 887 Normal-trained teachers out of a 
total of 2,557 employed during the year.

The fact stated

the reading table for theon
over.

on page 20 that “the County Academies have 
only ’’665 OLlt °f the nominal 5,676 pupils who have been 
returned by teachers as doing full high school work” is interesting 
in view of the statement made at a recent debate, that ninety 
cent, of the students would never be called 
school grades.

per
upon to teach high

I

Speaking of the general desire of teachers for a.change in the 
prescribed series of Readers, the Superintended admits ‘that the 
books are not all that they should be, but states that, of scores of 
texts that have been examined, none have been found without 
of the defects of the present series, and under 
it is not thought advisable to authorize 
nearh 100,000 pupils and their parents.

Speaking of the care of school property in the 
tions, Inspector Creighton, f the City and County 
says: “In the city of Hali x every 'school room 
visited by a committee <

some
these circumstances 

a change that would affect

scc-

regularly
and the < 
ly noted.

ofthe blackboards, maps, 
visits were

etc.,, ... - If similar
add to the efficiency"»! the ’school,." Crdcht™' pu,""hi!

'Vth a faithfulness not wholly commendable, 
cellaneous schools teachers find it difficult 
hear recitations.

In the larger mis- 
to do much more than 

generally adhered to inThis method is too

f 2 THE NOVA SCOTIA NORMAL.
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schools where no excuse for poor instruction can reasonably be 
offered.”

The following remarks of Inspector McIntosh of Lunenburg 
worthy of note : “ In my rounds of inspection Iand Queen's are

have always tried to impress^upon teachers the great necessity of 
first securing thoroughness in reading, writing and arithmetic ; 
next in importance, to teach the pupils to speak and write good 
English, and first and last, to secure good manners and respect.

Too much time is spent in home prejxtration of tasks in 
History and Geography, largely meaningless to a vast majority of 
pupils, and too much of the school time is wasted in the recitation 
of these tasks, IVe need /ess study of text book by pupil and more
study of lesson by teacher." The italics arc ours.

Inspector Munro of Yarmouth and Shelburne has the follow - 
“ | can make no encouraging statement in regard to the 

Comparing those of the past two years, 1
mg :
salaries of teachers, 
find that the tendency is to become less, I do not know that there 
is anyone to blame for the decrease more than teachers themselves. 
When a Class B teacher will undermine a Class C, and take her 
place at a smaller salary, and when a Class C will underbid a 
Class 1), salaries must decline.”

Inspector Morse of Digby and Annapolis makes a suggestion 
which many teachers will heartily endorse : "As the Journal of 
Education is of more use to teachers than to trustees, and as it is 
important that it should reach the teachers as soon after its issue 
as possible, I would recommend that it be mailed direct to the 
teacher, with instruction to preserve the same in the school room 
for the use of teacher and trustees.”

1

Rev. J. J. Sullivan, special visitor of the French schools in 
Yarmouth and Digby Counties, makes remarks about the reading 
which apply equally to English schools throughout the province. 
“ The mechanical pronunciation of words is generally good, but 
that intellectual narration so essential to good reading seems not 
to be understood." Speaking ot grammar he says: I beg lea\e
to remind our teachers that the theoretical following of the rules 
of syntax does not necessarily constitute a grammarian. One of 
the most important duties of an instructor in class, is not to talk 

but to speak grammatically. Unfortunately, manygrammar,
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teachers, through carelessness or association, are too indifferent to 
the art of expressing their thoughts correctly. The best oral les
son that can be imparted is for the teacher to practice his grammar 
and insist upon his scholars expressing themselves properly in 
class, correcting them publicly when necessary.”

[Lack of space prevents us concluding this article in the 
present issue. We hope to continue it next iiiqnth.]

Ï NORMAL NOTES.
x

The regular meeting of the Institute was held on 
evening, February 26th. The chief business was the appointment 
of officers for the coming term. The following selection

Tuesday

was
made President, Mr. J. McNeil ; Vice President, Miss J. Allen ; 
Secretary, Miss Pierce: Assistant Secretary, Mr. Spurr.
Wyman, Miss Manning and Mr. Carter were chosen as members of

Miss

the Executive Committee. The subject for debate was “ Resolved 
that tact is of greater value to a'teacher than talent." Mr. McNeil 
spoke fluently in favor of the resolution and was ably answered 
by Miss Wyman. After an interesting discussion by other 
bers and a clever critique from Miss Fitch, the meeting adjourned.

mem-

At the Institute meeting on March 6th, the entertainment to 
which all had been looking forward j^agerly, did not materialize. 
After the necessary business had been transacted and Ey somewhat 
lame apology had been given by the Entertainment Committee, 
the members of the Institute indulged in what is ' known tech
nically as a “ scrap ” debate. I he monotony of the program (ne 
was lelieved in a measure by several musical selections and the 
thanks of the.Institute are due to those who so kindly took part. 
The meeting adjourned at the appointed time.

No Institute debate was held on March iïth, owing to the 
small attendance. This does not sound well for the Normal School 
students. The Institute is our only Society and surely no self- 
sacrifice is called for, when the students are asked to support it. 
There are, we know, many outside attractions, but 
on Tuesday evening, ought to be to the Institute, 
did his or her part towards making the meetings successful, there

our first duty. 
If each student
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would be no necessity for students’ meetings to discuss ways and
Do not leave 
We have an

of promoting the welfare of the Society, 
rvthing for the officers of the Institute to do.

Executive Committee, but. without the support of the
The business of

means
eve
efficient
body of students they
the evening was begun with a bare quorum present, but two 
b-rs leaving soon afterwards, the President was obliged to declare 
the meeting adjourned. The students present, however, decided 

to lose their debate, and voted that the discussion should pro- 
though it couldKnot be an authorized Institute debate. 

[ he subject “ Resolved that the study of Chemistry would be 
to our advantage than blow-pipe analysis,” was opened by Mr. 
McDaniel, Mr. Hewitt responding, lhe debate was most exciting 
and interesting, .in spite of the small number present. A vote 
decided in favor of the affirmative.

practically powerless.■ are
mem

not 
ceed even more

the 19th inst., missed 
was, “Resolved 

Miss Higgins of

Those who did not attend the debate 
a chap ce for a good laugh. The question debated
that clam-digging is fishing and not farming.

She gave us a good concise speech, 
However, the respondent,

on

the C class was the opener, 
which seemed almost unanswerable.
Mr. Carter, made some very good points for his side of the ques-

Messrs. Fulton and Parker. These 
of words. We were pleasantly 

match for that debater of

Other speakers 
gentlemen had an amusing 

_ prised to find that Mr. Parker was a 
debaters, Mr. Fulton. Mr. Sandford gave us an interesting accoun

He was not daunted

weretion.
wartwo

sur

of how he fished clams in his younger days.
T by the cries from the audience, “ Fishy stor\ !

In spite of the strenuous arguments of an able
and “ Great

! c(a)lamity ! ’’ 
few the resolution was carried.

enjoyed a rare treat, 
Dr. W. H. Drummond of

On Saturday evening, March 23rd, 
when we were permitted to listen to
Montreal. Although this was Dr. Drummond’s second appearance 
in Truro within a year, the Assembly Hall 
appreciative audience, who listened intently to the author’s presen
tation of his dialect poems. To Mr. Soloan, we are part.cularly 
«rrateful for'his efforts in thus affording us such a favorable oppor
tunity of hearing one of our own Canadian poets. \\ e also desire 

warmest thanks to Mrs. \\ . R. Campbell, Re.. Mr.

we

well filled by anwas

to express our
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MacDonald, and Mr. McNutt, who so kindly varied the evenings 
entertainments with their selections.

Hockey, which has become our Canadian winter 
receives its share of attention in the Normal School. Our box’s 
have had several matches with the students of the Manual Train
ing School and considering the little practice they have had, play 
a good game. 1 hey also show the true sportsmanlike spirit in 
being able to bear defeat gracefully.

game,

The Cadet Corps under the command of Captain Morse has 
been doing some drill outside in the Normal School grounds.

trees and bushes here interfere-somewhat with the tin'll, 
but though not everything that could be desired, the conditions 

immense improvement

The
numerous

are
the cramped corridor inside. The 

company has been divided into right and left half companies, and 
sections, and the sergeants and corporals have been attached to 
their respective divisions. I he section commanders have charge of 
roll-call, and also look after the individual drill work, which is 
important feature of our practice. Some eight 
have already taken their turn

an on

an
or more students 

„ at commanding the company, and 
regularly recurring opportunities of doing so will be given "them,
This matter has not, perhaps, been taken as seriously as it might, 
and many students have only offered excuses when requested to do 
their part, but with the new arrangement by which the sergeants 
look after the men of their section who have been appointed drill 
instructors, and help them in preparation, if necessary, it is hoped 
that better work may be done.

EXCHANGES.

“The Commoner" in the Kings College Record has a unique 
way of writing up school notes. ---- -------

XVe are somewhat disappointed with the February number of 
the Excelsior. The writer of Quartette, whoever he may be, might 
advantageously read over “ Moonshine's" contributions in the same 
number. We have no doubt but that those quotations were very 
interesting to the Quartette ; but there are others for whom 
cannot say as much.

jm

we
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the conclusion that “ Normal boys are 
From the Fredericton Normal Lightt

We have come to
“ Normal boys” everywhere, 
we glean that the Girls’ Normal of Fredericton had a merry 

They took the hint quicker than the 1 ruro Normalsleigh drive, 
girls.

1 he Argosy has a delightful article from the pen of Harriott S. 
Olive. We cannot refrain from quoting a part of it.
.. Thus all study gains beauty, becoming the'expression of the per* 
tonality of the student, of his conception of truth in relation to 
himself. Every experience, every thought and emotion may be . 
concentrated into a philosophy of life of more importance in his
intellectual development than any text book can give him...........
The end of all study, of all life is the ‘ development of the soul,’ 
and in the presentation of the common experience of life is the 
witness of its growth.”

She says :

We are almost inclined to envy the Acadia Athenaeum its fine 
appearance. The Athenaeum is blessed with a poet of consider- ^ 
able ability. J. F. Herbin has a good poem entitled “ Simon ” in ' 
the March number. He pictures Simon the chopper very clearly. 
It is interesting to compare this poem with one entitled “ Labour ” 

What a very different conception of labor the twoin Excelsior. 
writers have.

We have received the ever welcome educational papers, the
We stronglyEducational Review and the Canadian Teacher.

read both of these. They containadvise Normal students to 
articles directly in line with the Normal work which we are now 
doing. Especially bright arc the articles “Birds in School” and 
“Primary Lessons” of the March Review. Both these exchanges 

Manual Training. That of the March Canadianhave articles on
Teacher should be especially interesting to the young lady students

The Canadian Teacher quotes from the 
article entitled “Male Teachers

taking Manual Training.
Toronto Evening News in an 
Wanted." We cannot agree with all that is said 
and may discuss the matter further at a future time, 
readers pardon us if we quote some thoughts which we most 
heartily endorse, from a back number of the Educational Review.

article on “Kindergarten and Primary Course,” Mrs. S. A.

the subject 
Will our

on

In an
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Patterson
°r ,,,o“

Ch,ldrCn- • : ' • Such intercourse will lead to an ever increas 
"g ahmf°Unt of syml»thy and kindliness, and must inevitably tend
hi.dhood°Utt mOSt baneful °fal1 the teacher’s sins ,,a '

childhood, W: sarcasm. Cowardly? Yes, it is truly a small
Way °f V7Ui,,S our ill-humour on those whom we feel ‘
Power. It warps the character of the one who
case; and, ,tdevei°pS in the childish victim two evils-a lack of 
self-confidence, and the passion of hatred, bein<r the verv o n >

v:iri:,y <>f «m 5-a.y- m

talks will 
teacher towards the

mean 
are in our 

uses it in s uch a

BREVITIES. .

Grammar Suggestions—To
between the emphatic and reflexive 
pronoun, point out that, in the former

th« P»«ibt:'v of°c^pari»nand S"“"'tha' 'h

plement

get pupils to distinguish 
ot the compound personal 

case, the
uses

pronoun may be 
In teaching 

evident examples, 
e meaning excludes

see that thP -i , efore taklllS up subjective 
thing that completes P Sh $ U"derStand that a complement is any- 
be regarded »ith — on
box, that a page torn from a K , complement of the lidless, 
called its complement, etc., et°° ' erwise complete, might be 
“Man is mortal” is complete 
Plete. What

more

com-

sentence,
Man is----- ” is jncorn_

Ans., 1“ Mortal.”may complete it?

•!■' “X'n,
times difficult to 
written ” is

Therefore 
rfefer to? Ans., “Man, 

complement. It is 
get young pupils to understand

and past ma^Vb^M ^ ,x

have written,” and “ I wrote” ' the
written? Ans., “Now.”.

“mortal ” is

ive some-
that “I have

present 
sentences, “I 

as examples. Ask "When have I
' WrMe' ,vh“?" Ans.. “ J hen, some
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time in the past.” A rule of thumb to enable children to give the 
principal parts of a verb readily is: Make three sentences with 
the pronoun I as subject, and ^containing the given verb and the 
words, to-day, yesterday and have, respectively, thus, “I go yester
day. 1 went yesterday. I have given.”—L. E. IV.

A VERY cheap and serviceable alcohol lamp for use in 
chemistry and mineralogy work may be made of an ordinary wide- 
mouthed bottle. It is only necessary to make a hole in the cork, 
insert a metal tube as a wick-holdef-—a cartridge shell with the 
bottom filed off will do—and when a wick and some methylated

11
e

d
t

ca
f •

The practice of keeping a scrap-book in which are pasted
variety of interesting topics is one 

to the teacher, and the time
carefully selected clippings on a 
which must*prove of the greatest use 
spent over the work will be amply repaid by the advantages 

It is essential, however, to have each item readilyaccruing.
accessible and this necessitates careful classification. A good way
is to set aside certain parts of the book for different departments 
as, Historical, Geographical, etc., etc., and to arrange the items 
under these headings. In the index, these departments may be 
entered in alphabetical order and the separate clippings named 
under each.
which in most cases is not at all descriptive, but from the principal 
word in the title. Thus, “Boy’s Own Portable Bookcase” is 
entered “Bookcase” under the B’s, “Uses for Toads and Bats is 
entered “Toads and Bats, Uses for," among the T’s. It may even 
be necessary to change the title, thus, “The Hero of Corunna 
might appear as “Moore, Sir J.,” under the M’s—R. J. M.

It is well to narfie these, not from the first word,

The following words with meanings selected at random from 
the first thirty pages of the Fifth Royal Reader 
of the unexplanatory definitions furnished by the prescribed 
readers : obtained, derived ; brighten, illumine; enormous, pro

necessity, urgency ; tangled,

are illustrations

diglous ; luxuriant, exuberant ; 
intricate. In every case the word that is supposed to be explana
tory is more difficult and less within the range of knowledge of 
the average Grade VII. pupil than the word it assumes to explain. 
If the child is puzzled over tangled and luxuriant, will intricate
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and exuberant help him out ? What possible benefit can the 
pupil obtain by learning off these “spellings with meanings" as is 
so commonly done?—C. R. R.

STUDENTS interested in mineralogy may find the following 
directions for the preparation of the plaster plates used in their 
blowpipe tests, useful. Add a teaspoonful of boracic acid 
pint of watec, mix the plaster rather thin, spread it on a piece of 
glass, and mark into rectangles, one by three inches, just before it 
hardens.—5. A. M.

to a

To teach nature properly every teacher must be to some
naturalist. Familiarity with scientific terminology*‘is 

essential, but it is necessary to be an observer and a lover of 
nature. An animal must be closely studied before any attempt is 
made to impress upon the school its nature and characteristics, 
and this preparation for teaching miy be made one of the most 
delightful parts of the teacher’s experience. If you wish 
a lesson on the snake, first get your creature.

extent a not

to teach
Study the move

ments of the snake as he works his way over the ground, notice 
how much more difficult it is for him to move over a smooth piece 
of glass, notice his appearance before and after casting his slough 
or skin, watch him as he seizes a wriggling worm by the middle 
and draws it down, experiment as to how large a toad 
can ’ or frog he

be got to eat and observe the distention of his body after his 
feast. In short, notice the hundred and one things that 
sidered too trivial to be recorded in a teachers’ manual, and 
form a very interesting background for the 
characteristics.

are con-
yct

more important
Do this, and you will probably be interested 

enough in the matter yourself to create a real and abiding interest 
in your pupils.—M. E. L.

A GOOD METHOD OK SHOWING
BODY THROUGH HEAT.-^Obtain a thin strip of mctl™ ' 
darning needle, and a spirit lamp 
Raise the ends of the metal by books' 
height above the flame. Beneath 
needle so that the

a common 
of heating, 

or boxes to a Suitable 
one end of the metal, place the 

, eye projects. Into the eye fit a thin splinter of
wood or a straw to serve as an index. If now, the metal strip is

or other means

i
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heated its expansion will roll the needle and the index will reveal 
its slightest motion. The metal strip may need to be weighted 
slightly to prevent its slipping over the needle.—A. M.

As a help to nature lessons some clay modelling in the 
primary grades should be useful. Clay, to be in good condition 
for moulding, should be neither too wet nor too dry. The clay is 
procured from an ordinary mud-bank. If it is too dry to work 
with, place it in a bag and immerse the bag in water. You can 
sometimes bring the clay to a proper condition by placing damp 
cloths over it. If the clay sticks to the hands or soils them at all, 
then it is too xvet. By whacking it once or twice on a perfectly 
smooth board you may bring it into condition. Bring it into the 
school in blocks, four inches square and one inch thick. Cut off 
little pieces with a smooth wooden knife made for the purpose. 
These knives are called Kindergarten sticks. Pass the little pieces 
of clay among the children and let them begin to mould a sphere, 

I then an apple, or perhaps a pear. These may be made more 
real-looking by putting some real apple stems in the little models. 
1 shall write again about a second lesson.—N. C.

,r
f
t

r

queries.

[The Faculty of the Normal School have kindly consented to answer questions in this department. 
The editors will endeavor to procure answers to all queries sent in, hut only such as are thought to 
possess a general interest will be published. 1

Q.—Please enumerate the chief duties of a principal. State
those of hisparticularly how far his ideas should govern 

subordinates. AT

A.—The principal is responsible to the trustees for the 
general well-being of the schools entrusted to his direction. This 
being so, every detail of school work and discipline is a proper 
subject for his care and consideration.
inform himself on the intellectual and moral condition of the 
schools over which he is placed, and should exercise unremitting 
oversight of the same. Supreme in matters of method and dis
cipline, he should, nevertheless, avoid appearing dictatorial, choos
ing rather to win his way than tox force it, and resorting to 
authority only when persuasion has failed.

J

He should thoroughly
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IIn detail, his duties bear upon matters affecting health and 
morals, upon the care of school property, the carrying out of the 
course of study, and the maintenance of discipline and of teachers’ 
rights. He may at all times be considered the proper intermediary 
between his subordinates and the trustees or public; and, in a 
well conducted school, he should at all junctures be willing to 
accept responsibility for the acts of his subordinates.

Q.—Seeing the magnitude of the responsibility which we 
take, are we right in having the incorrigible pupil turned out of 
school ?

A.—Decidedly. The interests of the school are superior to 
those of the individual.

I
ABNORMALITIES. I

We are seven!

CHILD. “Do you see that young gentleman dressed in a 
light coat setting in the street?”

MOTHER, {laughing.) “Why, dear child, that is one of the 
Normal B’s; but I don’t think he dressed in his light coat for that 
purpose.’'

x

Juvenile amusement of S 
pins and worms.

WHAT scared the horse on Prince Street the other day? 47 A.

, catching clams with bent

TEACHER. “Punctuate this sentence, ‘Revenge is sweet 
especially to women.’ ”

PUPIL. “ Revenge is sweet—I have a dash—especially to
1
Iwomen.”.

APPOINTMENT. Mr. S-----d to be professor of the newly
formulated theory of kicking molecules. I
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Glolhing Bargains!
ALL SEASONABLE-

ALL REASONABLE.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT,
AT ALL TIMES,
ON ALL SIZES,

TO, ALL STUDENTS,

RICE’S STUDIO.
Artistic lighting, posing snd grouping

CLASS WORK our Specialty.

“Directions for Military Drill” in the February Normal.

2.—Standing at Ease.
- palm to the front,” read “palm to the

15.—Forming Fours.
“ odd numbers ” read “ even numbers.

Kl.—Wheeling Line.
“ wheeling line” read “ wheeling in line."

Errors in

In the first paragraph, for 
left front."

For V

For

- !i

Is two lines of Reefers, Frieze, 
and Beaver, with Storm and 
Velvet Collars. Price, $4.50.

News Publishing Co.,
5 U Prince St.

HERE No. 4.
Is our all wool Tweed Suits, 
made up with the same care, cut 
and finish as a custom made 
suit. Price, $10.00.

You can find the beat assorted 
and largest stock to select from 
in Walking Shoes, Skating 
Shoes, Slippers in Kid, Cloth, 
and Kelt—a great variety in all 
lines. Overshoes, Gaiters, Leg
gings, Rubbers. Nothing sold 
but the best quality. Prices 
low, and money returned if not 
satisfied.

Oak Hall,
fraser, Fraser & Co.Smith's Shoe Store,

Opera House Block, - Inglis St.
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I il aSPECIAL DISCOUNT, Foui Big
doling Bargains!

II AT ALL Times, 
ON ALL SI OSS,

Ta ALL STUDENTS,

RICE’S STUDIO.
lisALL SEASONABLE-

ALL REASONABLE.
Artistic lighting, posing rod grouping

CLASS WORK our Specialty.

"to SUPPLIES
Normal Students

No. i.
Is a finely tailored, splendid fit
ting Beaver Overcoat ; is worth 
more than we ask for it. 
have all sizes. Price, $8.00.

con secure 
It spool si

prices ill School Boom rod Minium from 
us. Also Fismosina Statioxsrt ol finest 
quiUtr, New Boom rod Maoaxmss.
A supply of Choice Confectionery et our

J. IMrBRlB«r^Prl«ce and Inglls SU.
We

\ BsmSTUDENTS No. 2.
Is an all wool Frieze Ulster, 
heavy and durable, with all this 
season’s improvements in style 
and finish. Price, $5.00.

And their friends sometimes get minted. 
When TOC» turn comes he sure to get your 
Whddmo Statiohmt printed et the Duly 
News Office. We send it, postpaid, roy 
distance. See our nice Semples while 
you're here.

$8
la the meantime let ns Print

Your VISITING CARDS.
We here the carde and we print them 
nicely. Bee our Samples.

News Publishing Co.,
84 Prince St.

No. 3.
Is two lines of Reefers, Frieze, 
and Beaver, with Storm and 
Velvet Collars. Price, $4.50.

; - .......

HERE

m

in
No. 4.

Is our all wool Tweed Suits, 
made up with the same care, cut 
and finish as a custom made 
suit. Price, $10.00.

Toucan find the best assorted 
largest stock to select from 

in Walking Shoes, Skating 
Shoes, Slippers in Kid, Cloth, 
and Felt—a great variety in all 
lines. Overshoes, Gaiters, Leg
gings, Rubbers. Nothing sold 
but the best quality. Prices 
low, and money returned if not 
satisfied.

Smith's Shoe Store,
Opera House Block, - Inglis St.
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Oak Hall,

fraser, fraser & Co.
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Blanchard, 
Bentley & Go.
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Respectfully invite the Students to visit 
their establishments.

mZbe Ladies
Will Anri every department replete with 

everything that is new, stylish 
and up-to-date, and at 

popular prices.B y ; 4!

the Gentlemen
Will find our Furnishing Departments 

very useful. We carry a complete 
collection of Men’s Furnishings 

in every line.

TRURO, N. S.
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